Abstract-Electrostatic force microscopy has been shown to be a useful tool to determine the dielectric constant of nanoscaled thin films that play a key role in many electrical, optical, and biological phenomena. Previous approaches have made use of simple analytical models to analyze the experimental data for these materials. Here, we show that the electrostatic force shows a completely different behavior when the shape of the tip and sample are taken into account. We present a complete study of the interaction between the whole tip and the layers below the thin film. We demonstrate that physical magnitudes such as the surface charge density distribution and the size of the materials have a strong influence on the EFM signal. The EFM sensitivity to the substrate below the thin film decreases with the substrate thickness and saturates for thicknesses above two times the length of the tip, when it is close to that of an infinite medium.
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I. INTRODUCTION

B
Y applying a voltage between a force microscope tip and a sample, electrostatic force microscopy [1] (EFM) has succeeded in the analysis of different materials [2] - [7] at the nanoscale. However, the understanding and simulation of the tip-sample interaction require a great effort for the users due to the long-range nature of the electrostatic force. Because of that it has been demonstrated that most of the elements of the EFM setup must be included in the numerical simulations for a quantitative characterization of the materials [8] . Moreover, it has been demonstrated that the use of dielectric substrates produces complex interactions between the sample and the shape of the tip (including the cantilever) [9] . In the case of thin films, it has been also shown that the substrate thickness and dielectric constant are key parameters for a quantitative characterization [10] . Some effects like the detection of effective ultrahigh dielectric constants due, for example, to the presence of certain conductivity in the thin film can be also present [11] . In the EFM setup proposed in this paper, there are at least three layers that could modify the magnitude and behavior of the electrostatic force.
The main problem of numerical simulations that involve many EFM elements is that the tip-sample distance is at least three orders of magnitude smaller than other magnitudes such as the tip length or the substrate thickness. To overcome this problem, thin film samples have been simulated by simplifying the geometry [12] or restricting parameters such as the dielectric constant of the substrate [13] . In most of the cases, these approximations are not good enough for a correct quantitative characterization or do not reproduce the correct experimental setup. In this paper, we will make a complete analysis of the electrostatic interaction in an EFM setup that includes elements that may have a strong influence on the signal. First, we will simulate a structure formed by three layers: a dielectric thin film, a dielectric substrate, and a grounded metallic plate, which is a common experimental setup in the imaging and characterization of thin films. The long-range nature of the electrostatic force makes us analyze also the relation between the shape of the tip and all the parameters of the sample. Second, we will compare the results of the whole geometry with results obtained with spherical tips, trying to establish how good the spherical tip is as a model for the EFM simulation. We will show that, for some particular EFM geometries, spherical tip gives quantitative results that are in the same range that some of the most typical EFM setups. These results could be useful for an accurate treatment and understanding of the EFM signal in the characterization of thin films.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The experimental setup that we are simulating here is composed by a tip and a sample with a complex structure. The tip has at least three different elements that must be taken into account to obtain quantitative results of the electrostatic interaction: the tip apex, the cantilever, and the shape of the tip. The cantilever effect has been studied before [9] and its influence has been determined as a function of the different distances of the geometry. The shape of the tip and the tip apex are going to be simulated by the tip apex radius R, the tip length L tip , the tip half-angle θ, and the tip-sample distance D. The tip has axial symmetry along the z-axis. The value z = 0 corresponds to the tip apex and z = a to the sample surface. The sample is composed by a thin film with thickness h and dielectric constant ε 1 . The thin film is placed over a dielectric substrate with thickness L and dielectric constant ε 2 . The substrate surface is placed at z = b (i.e., h = b − a). The lower limit of the substrate is a grounded metallic plate placed at z = c (i.e., L = c − b).
The generalized image charge method [14] (GICM), as well as other numerical methods that replace the tip by some charged elements inside [15] , [16] , is a powerful tool that is able to make fast and accurate simulations that include all the elements of the tip and sample. The details of this method including a three-layer thin film sample have been described elsewhere 10 and only a brief description is given here. Basically, the GICM can be understood by a method that includes the sample and tip shape in two steps. First, the electrostatic potential is calculated for a punctual charge in front of the thin film sample. Using cylindrical coordinates, the electrostatic potential at the region where the punctual charge is placed can be written as follows:
where J 0 are the first-order Bessel functions, q is the value of the punctual charge, z is the vertical coordinate, ρ is the lateral coordinate, and Φ are coefficients that must be obtained applying the electrostatic boundary conditions at z = a, z = b, and z = c
In the most general case, the coefficients take the following form:
wherẽ
and
Once we know the coefficients, we are able to solve the problem and obtain the electrostatic potential by direct integration of (1). The second step of the GICM deals with the problem of including the shape of the tip in the simulation. To achieve this goal, the tip is discretized in a set of N points that will be used to fit the electrostatic potential. Furthermore, a set of Nc punctual charges and segments is included inside the tip. Since both the tip shape and sample have axial symmetry, the charged elements inside the tip are placed along the z-axis. The values of the charges are calculated by a standard least-squares minimization routine or by the GICM f minimization [17] in the limit D L. Once we know the value of the charges, the electrostatic force can be calculated by the interaction between the charge itself and the image charges obtained from V 1 or from the derivative of the capacitance (F = (V 2 /2)∂C/∂D). It is worth noting that the potential applied to the tip V is proportional to the electrostatic force. For this reason, all the conclusions shown here can be applied for any V value. For simplicity, we have fixed V = 1 V in all the results shown in the paper. Fig. 1 shows some examples of the electrostatic force (top) and potential (bottom) between a spherical tip and a thin film sample. In this figure, we can see the influence of the sample geometry on the electrostatic force. Due to the long-range nature of the interaction, the electrostatic force is still significantly different for thicknesses over 20 nm, even when the tip-sample distance is smaller than 5 nm. This is an evidence of the importance of the EFM elements that are far from the tip apex when the electrostatic interaction is being measured.
The best configuration of the GICM can be obtained by the winGICM software, which is powered by artificial neural networks (ANNs) [14] . It is worth noting that this configuration is, in general, a different sum of charges that the one traditionally used by the standard image charge method [18] in simple configurations such as a sphere over a semi-infinite sample. However, the total amount of charge inside the tip is the same, independently of the sum of charges used to solve the problem. In the case of a thin film, an additional condition must be included to get the GICM configuration by ANNs from the winGICM since their predictions comes from a realistic tip over a semi-infinite dielectric sample. To obtain the correct configuration, we have used a semi-infinite dielectric sample with the ε value obtained by the average value of the dielectric constants of thin film ε 1 and sample ε 2 . Without this optimization process, most of the results shown here are not easily affordable since the software configuration would have been done manually.
III. INFLUENCE OF THE SAMPLE GEOMETRY
We are going to analyze the difference between two tips. The first one is a sphere with R = 25 nm. The second one is defined by R = 25 nm, L tip = 14 μm and θ = 17.5
• (see inset of Fig. 2  for more details) .
To study the influence of the sample, we are going to fix the dielectric constant of the substrate to ε 2 = 5. The parameters that are going to be analyzed will be the dielectric constant and thickness of the thin film (ε 1 and h, respectively) and the thickness of the substrate L. In Fig. 1 , we show the electrostatic force F versus D for the spherical tip over a sample where ε 1 = 20 and L→∞. For every h value, the force must be located in the window between the force of a semi-infinite dielectric sample with ε si = 5 (when h = 0, the only contribution to the force comes from the substrate) and the force of a semi-infinite dielectric sample with ε si = 20 (when h →∞ the contribution of the substrate vanishes). We also show in Fig. 1 the electrostatic potential distribution around the tip for h = 2, 10, and 20 nm.
As we can see in Fig. 1 , h is a parameter that has a strong influence in the force. For D < 5 nm, F (h→∞) is at least two times bigger than F (h→0). This difference makes EFM a good and accurate instrument to estimate h. However, we still do not know how accurate our simulations are to obtain quantitative results. The spherical tip is a simple model that has been used in several EFM applications giving good quantitative results [19] . However, most of these applications were related to metallic samples. It has been demonstrated before that this model is not adequate in general when dielectric samples are involved [8] . Previous results [20] , [21] have even shown that there is a simple analytical expression that is useful to obtain the force between an EFM tip and a sample composed by a thin film over a metallic sample. This expression has been developed from the electrostatic force between an EFM tip and a metallic sample. In our case, we have a very different setup since the sample below the thin film is a dielectric.
We have calculated F for the realistic F tip and spherical tip F sp at D = 1 nm as a function of h [see Fig. 2(a) ] and ε 1 [see Fig. 2(b) ]. In the figure, we have included curves for several L values. Focusing on the limit L→∞, we can see in both figures a huge difference between F tip and F sp , being F sp the strongest interaction. Since the electrostatic force strongly decreases when the distance between charges increases, this effect is easy to understand since the tip is much bigger than the sphere. In the case of the sphere, the surface charge density is placed all around the tip, and the farthest side of the tip is at z = 2R tip . In the case of the realistic tip, the surface charge density is distributed between the tip apex and z = L tip , which is a much bigger distance than z = R tip .
Studying now the effect of smaller L values, we can see that the effect of the finite length of L affects in a different way F sp and F tip . The decreasing of L induces a significant increasing of F tip . However, F sp keeps constant as L decreases. This fact implies that the shape (L and θ) of the tip is the element that is related to the interaction between the tip and the metallic plate. Focusing on the curves where L = 300 nm, we see that the influence of the substrate thickness almost compensates the difference between F sp and F tip . This implies that a spherical tip over a thin film with L→∞ could be a good model for the realistic tip over a thin film and a sample with L ≈ 300 nm. To use this model, however, we must take into account that the error increases in the limits where h→∞ or ε 1 →∞.
In Fig. 3 we show that, for the realistic tip, the influence of L is still strong when L = 3 μm. This effect is due to the small convergence of the electrostatic force when the tip-sample distance increases. In this figure, we show F versus D for very long D values (the sample has been restricted to the metallic plate, in order to isolate the influence of this element). The electrostatic force converges very fast for the sphere. For the realistic tips, however, the electrostatic force does not vanish until the tip-sample distance is as big as the tip length (≈14 μm). To study in detail the relation between L tip and L, we have shown in Fig. 3 the electrostatic force for a set of tips with different L tip . In all the examples, the influence of the metallic plate does not vanish until D is at least two times bigger than L tip . This result implies that in most of the typical EFM setups, the metallic plate will be a key parameter in the electrostatic interaction since usually L tip > L.
IV. INFLUENCE OF THE TIP SHAPE
At this point, we have studied in detail the influence of the sample geometry on realistic and spherical tips. We have also established that some changes in the sample geometry can strongly modify the electrostatic interaction, especially when realistic tips are included in the simulation. We have even demonstrated that the use of spherical tips as a numerical model gives adequate results for typical EFM samples. However, we have not studied in detail the influence of the tip parameters since, in the previous section, we have only included one EFM realistic tip.
In this section, we are going to extend our analysis to a wide variety of tips. Some experimental results on the analysis of the tip shape over thick films can be found in [22] and [23] . In Fig. 4(a) , we have represented the electrostatic force as a function of the thin film thickness for tips with lengths between L tip = 3 μm and L tip = 20 μm, and half-angles between θ = 17.5
• and θ = 35
• . In this figure, we have fixed R = 25 nm. To include the effect of the tip radius, we have represented in Fig. 4(b) the electrostatic force for the tip used in the previous section (θ = 17.5
• , L tip = 14 mm) and the spherical one with tip radius R = 25, 50, and 100 nm. In all cases ε 2 = 5, ε 1 = 20, and V = 1 V.
We have found that the parameters of the tip interact in a complex way. For a tip with θ = 17.5
• , the effect of the tip length is always smaller than 20% between L tip = 3 μm and L tip = 20 μm. In this case, the tip length has a very small influence on the electrostatic interaction since it changes less than 20% when L tip increases its value more than six times. However, in the case θ = 35
• , the electrostatic force can change up to 40% when L tip changes from 3 to 20 μm. We can conclude that the influence of the tip length on the electrostatic interaction strongly depends on the half-angle of the tip. Finally, if we try to apply the spherical tip approximation, we find that it does not give accurate results for big θ and L tip values.
Focusing now Fig. 4(b) , we can see that the effect of the metallic plate for big R values changes the electrostatic force for both the realistic and spherical tips. As we can see in the figure, the influence of the metallic plate increases as R increases for the spherical tip. This effect can be easily understood if we remember that the shape of the tip is the key element in the interaction between the tip and the metallic plate. For the sample under study, the model of a spherical tip over a thin film without the metallic plate below the sample is not valid for tips with R > 25 nm. Although we cannot apply the simplest model suggested in the previous section, a spherical tip still gives accurate results for radius R between 25 and 100 nm including the metallic plate. Although this limitation makes the numerical calculations more difficult, we can still approximate the realistic tip by a spherical one, which is a great advantage since two parameters (L tip and θ) are not included in the simulations.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have demonstrated that EFM is a powerful tool to obtain a quantitative characterization of thin films. When the tip-sample distance is below 5 nm, the electrostatic interaction can double its value for different thin film thicknesses. In order to obtain a quantitative characterization of the thin film geometry by EFM, we have analyzed the influence of the shape of tip and sample on the signal, demonstrating that, in general, the electrostatic interaction is modified by EFM elements that are far from the tip apex.
We have shown that the thickness of the substrate below the thin film has a strong influence on the measurements done by realistic tips. The interaction due to a realistic tip increases when the substrate thickness decreases. This effect, however, is not present when a spherical tip is used as a numerical model (i.e., the interaction due to the sphere remains constant when we change the substrate thickness). On the other side, the constant interaction from the spherical tip is bigger than the one from the realistic tip in the limit where the substrate thickness tends to infinite. When we decrease the substrate thickness, we find that the interaction due to the realistic tip reaches similar values to the constant one from the sphere where the substrate thickness is around 300 nm. In this limit, a system composed by a realistic tip, a thin film and a metallic plate can be replaced by a simple model composed by just a spherical tip and a thin film. Analyzing in detail the effect of the shape of the tip, we found that this approximation is only valid when the tip radius is smaller than 25 nm. For bigger values, the tip can still be simulated by a sphere, but the metallic plate below the substrate must be also included. We have demonstrated that physical magnitudes such as the surface charge density distribution and the size of the materials have a strong influence on the electrostatic force due to the interaction with the shape of the tip.
